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QUESTION: 103 
Two applications exchange highly sensitive data over a public network using SOAP services. 
How can the integrity and privacy of the data be protected? 

A. obfuscate the data before transmission 
B. transmit data on JMS transacted sessions 
C. add a digital signature to the data before transmission 
D. apply the WS-Security encryption policy before transmission 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 104 
Which of the following is not an infrastructure service? 

A. Credit check service  
B. Authorization service  
C. Authentication service  
D. Error reporting service 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 105 
Which two JMS object types can be looked up using JNDI? (Choose two.) 

A. Session 
B. Destination 
C. Connection 
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D. ConnectionFactory 
 
 
Answer: B, D 
 
 
QUESTION: 106 
Which two actions are most appropriate for a service to take when it receives an invalid 
invocation? (Choose two.) 
 
 
A. throw an exception to force server shutdown 
B. return a fault reply and process the next request 
C. create an audit record and process the next request 
D. alert the administrator and stop processing requests 
 
 
Answer: B, C 
 
 
QUESTION: 107 
A service is being developed to support the shipping operations of the ABC company. A 
proposal is made to name one of the shipping operations "initiateABCExpressShipping". Which 
statement is true? 
 
 
A. This is a poor choice because it may be misleading to foreign users. 
B. This is a good choice because it follows the enterprise naming standards. 
C. This is a good choice because it markets express shipping to potential customers. 
D. This is a poor choice because it is based on a marketing term that could change over time. 
 
 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION: 108 
Which three conditions may hinder a service's ability to meet a response time Service Level 
Agreement? (Choose three.) 
 
 
A. The service availability is low. 
B. The service terminates on an exception. 
C. The service runs complex database procedures. 
D. The service rejects requests due to validation errors. 
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Answer: A, B, C 
 
 
QUESTION: 109 
A financial firm has a legacy banking application on its mainframe that provides services via a 
non- TIBCO JMS implementation. The firm has selected the TIBCO ActiveMatrix product suite 
to establish an SOA infrastructure to expose re-usable services for enterprise consumption in a 
pilot project. Which product is NOT appropriate to use to provide access to these services? 
 
 
A. TIBCOActiveMatrix Service Bus 
B. TIBCOActiveMatrix Service Grid 
C. TIBCOActiveMatrix BusinessWorks 
D. TIBCO Enterprise Messaging Service API 
 
 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION: 110 
Which product is used to manage Web Services security? 
 
 
A. TIBCOActiveMatrix UDDI Server 
B. TIBCOActiveMatrix Policy Manager 
C. TIBCOActiveMatrix Security Manager 
D. TIBCOActiveMatrix Lifecycle Governance Framework 
 
 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION: 111 
A customer requires an audit trail that records all accesses and responses relating to a particular 
mediation service deployed in production on TIBCO ActiveMatrix Service Grid. Which two are 
viable solutions? (Choose two.) 
 
 
A. use TIBCOActiveMatrix Service Grid built-in logging facilities 
B. use TIBCOActiveMatrix Policy Manager and deploy a Logging Policy on the service in 
question  
C. use TIBCOActiveMatrix Service Performance Manager to detect service accesses and 
perform logging accordingly 
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D. implement a facade service to wrap the service in question, with detail logging/debugging 
enabled in the facade service 
E. use TIBCOActiveMatrix Administrator admincmdline utility to hot-deploy a version of the 
service on a node with debug log turned on 
 
 
Answer: C, D 
 
 
QUESTION: 112 
What is the Recovery Time Objective (RTO) of a system? 
 
 
A. the time period required to recover the system data 
B. the point in time to which data must be restored after a failure occurs 
C. the time period that can elapse before a failure is identified and addressed 
D. the time period that can elapse after a failure occurs, before normal operation must be restored 
 
 
Answer: D 
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